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Abstract
Simulation models provide simplified representations of the real world which are useful for
understanding and predicting the future; but how simple should they be? In developing such
models there is a tension between obtaining approximate results quickly from a simple model
and making extended efforts to generate models with a high level of fidelity. In this talk I shall
discuss why simple models can be better. In doing we shall see some examples of simulation
models that have been applied by business and the health sector, showing how they were used
and the benefits that were obtained. We shall also discuss how simple (Lean) simulation
models can support a Lean approach.
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Abstract
Optimization problems are omni-present, but real-world problems involve several complexities
including a large dimension of variables, objectives, and constraints. Most optimization
algorithms suffer from the "curse of dimensionality", but recent population-based algorithms
are flexible enough to be customized to find near-optimal solutions quickly. As a result, they
are being increasingly applied to societal, scientific, and industrial domains. In this talk, we
shall present at least two case studies -- a single-objective industrial resource allocation
problem involving a billion of variables and a many-objective societal land use management
problem involving 14 objectives and an astronomically large search space -- to demonstrate
the recent developments of large scale applications of optimization methods.
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